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To be a lever, commercial bank play an increasing important role in the active world 
economy, it is convenience to residents’ daily life, and also the carrier to adjust national 
economy. Because of its importance, the regulatory requirement for it is more and more 
strict. 
As a special enterprise, commercial bank operate the money as it’s business, and 
undertake risk as it’s main management mode to earn profit, so the risk control and 
operation ability become the key factor of it’s success or failure. The international 
commercial bank has formed a set of completed and matured system on risk control, but 
for this ability, domestic commercial bank lag apparently far behind in this aspect after it’s 
conversion to share-holding commercial bank in recent years. China has gradually opened 
it’s financial market since year 2001 when it accessed to WTO, more and more foreign 
banks participate into the market, and China’s commercial bank have to establish risk 
control system to get successful on this competitive environment. My paper is under this 
background, taking the international warm discussion of operational risk as main content, 
introducing theory of operational risk, take A foreign bank as an example, establishing a 
set of operational risk management system to match the operation and development of  
commercial banks. My will is to offer the reference to the microcosmic management of 
operational risk.. 
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